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ON THE COVARIANCE STRUCTURE OF EARNINGS AND 

HOURS CHANGES 

BYJOHNM. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD' 

Ths paper presents an empirical  analysis of  individual earnings and hours data from 
three  different  longitudinal  surveys.  In the  first  part of  the  paper we  catalog  the  main 
features  of  the covariance structure  of  earnings  and hours  changes. We  find  that  ths 
structure is very similar across data sets, and may be adequately summarized by a simple 
components-of-variance  model, consisting of  (i) serially uncorrelated  measurement  error, 
(ii)  a  shared  component  of  earnings  and  hours  with  a  second-order  moving  average 
covariance  structure, and (iii) a nonstationary  component that  affects only the variances 
and contemporaneous covariances of  earnings and hours. In the second part of  the paper 
we offer an interpretation of  this model in terms of  a simple life-cycle labor supply model. 
On the assumption that we  can identify individual productivity  growth with  the shared 
component  of  earnings  and  hours  variation,  we  obtain  estimates  of  the  intertemporal 
substitution elasticity.  The results  are not favorable to the life-cycle model: most  of  the 
covariation of  earnings and hours occurs at fixed hourly wage rates. 
KEYWORDS: Components-of-variance models, lifecycle labor supply, measurement error, 
intertemporal substitution. 
RECENT STUDIES OF INDIVIDUAL EARNINGS and hours data focus on the contem- 
poraneous correlation between hours of  work and average hourly earnings2 This 
focus arises  naturally  from  the  life-cycle labor  supply  model,  which  explains 
changes in individual hours by changes in the value of  work and unanticipated 
changes in ~ealth.~  Nonetheless,  there is widespread  agreement that most of  the 
observed  variation  in  hours  over  time  is  not  explained  by  contemporaneous 
movements  in  wages.4  On  one hand,  the  cross-sectional  correlation  between 
percentage changes in annual hours  and percentage changes in average hourly 
earnings is  apparently dominated by  measurement  error.5 On the  other hand, 
state-of-the-art  estimates of  the life-cycle labor supply  model yield  small  and 
often  statistically  insignificant  elasticities  between  hours  variation  and  wage 
m~vements.~ 
' We are grateful  to Gary Chamberlain. Zvi  Griliches, Whitney  Newey,  and  Robert Topel  for 
comments and suggestions. We thank the Department of  Economics at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Te~hnology  for their hospitality while the first draft of  this paper was written. 
- See for example Ashenfelter and Ham (1977), MaCurdy (1981), Altonji  (1986), and the surveys 
by Killingsworth (1983) and Pencavel (1986). 
The life-cycle labor supply model is described in Ghez and Becker (1975) and Heckman (1976). 
Browning, Deaton, and Irish (1985) provide a useful summary of  the theory of  consumer behavior 
over time. 
Pencavel (1986) concludes that ". . .the focus of  most economists' research [on labor supply] has 
been on a behavioral response that for men appears to be of  a relatively small order of  magnitude." 
Altonji (1986) compares the correlation between changes in hours and changes in average hourly 
earnings (about -.35 in hs  sample and in three of  the  four samples used  in this paper)  with the 
correlation between  changes in hours  and changes in reported wage  rates of  hourly  rated workers 
(about .O1 in Altonji's  sample). Altonji interprets this difference as evidence that measurement error 
in  hours induces a  strong negative  correlation  between  changes in hours and  changes in  average 
hourly earnings. 
MaCurdy (1981)  and Altonji  (1986)  both arrive at estimates of  the  intertemporal  substitution 
elasticity in the neighborhood of  .10 to .40. 412  JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
In  ths paper, we  present  a  more  general  analysis  of  the  relation  between 
movements in  earnings and movements in hours over  time.7 Using  data from 
three different longitudinal  surveys, we  first catalogue the main features of  the 
covariance structure of  earnings and  hours changes.  We  find  that  a relatively 
simple components-of-variance  model summarizes the data from  all three  sur- 
veys. We then  compare this  covariance structure to the structure implied by  a 
simple version of  the life-cycle labor  supply model.  According to the life-cycle 
model, changes in individual productivity lead to changes in earnings and hours, 
with  a  larger  effect  on earnings than  hours.  In contrast, our  empirical  results 
suggest that the main source of  shared variation in earnings and hours represents 
changes in hours at fixed hourly wage rates. 
In the first section of  the paper, we describe the covariance matrix of  changes 
in annual earnings and annual hours of  work for male household heads in four 
data sets:  two samples  from  the  Panel  Study of  Income  Dynamics (PSID); a 
sample of  older  men  from  the  National  Longitudinal  Survey  of  Men  49-59 
(NLS); and a sample from the control group of  the Seattle and Denver Income 
Maintenance Experiment (SIME/DIME).  We then test for parsimonious repre- 
sentations of  the covariance matrices from these surveys. In all four samples we 
find that changes in earnings and changes in hours are uncorrelated with lagged 
changes more than two periods apart. We also find strong evidence of  nonstation- 
arity in the covariances of  earnings and hours. 
We  go  on  to  examine  some  relatively  simple  models  for  the  covariance 
structure of  earnings and hours changes. The first model is one of  pure measure- 
ment error, in which changes in earnings and hours result from random respon- 
dent and interviewer errors. While this simple model captures some of  the main 
features of  the data, it is overly restrictive in several important dimensions. The 
next  model  adds  a  single  component  of  variance  that  enters  with  different 
coefficients in earnings and hours. Thls model provides a significantly better fit to 
the  covariance  matrices  of  earnings  and  hours  changes,  but  is  still  overly 
restrictive.  The final model  we  present  adds a  time-varying  component  to the 
variances of  changes in earnings and hours. This relatively simple three-compo- 
nent model provides a statistically acceptable description of  the covariances from 
all three data sources. 
In  the  second  section  of  the  paper  we  present  a  model  of  the  covariance 
structure of  earnings and hours based on the life-cycle labor supply model. This 
model implies  a  simple  structure in  which  individual  productivity  enters as  a 
common  component  of  variance  in  earnings  and  hours.  Other  components 
include  measurement  error,  changes  in  tastes  for  leisure,  and  unanticipated 
changes  in  the  marginal  utility  of  consumption. The key  implication  of  the 
life-cycle labor supply model is that changes in individual productivity influence 
earnings more than hours. The estimated covariance structure of  all four samples, 
Our empirical analysis is closely related to work by Lillard and Weiss (1979), Hause (1980), and 
MaCurdy (1982). These authors all model the serial correlation structure of  earnings in longitudinal 
data. We  extend  the analysis to the bivariate process of  earnings and hours. EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES  41  3 
however,  suggests that the common component of  earnings and hours variation 
affects  the  two  variables  proportionally.  Ths leads  us  to conclude  that  labor 
supply responses to individual productivity variation are not an important source 
of  variation  in  individual  labor  market  outcomes.  Rather,  most  changes  in 
earnings and hours occur at fixed wage rates. 
1. DATA DESCRIPTION 
The earnings and hours data in ths paper are drawn from the Panel Study of 
Income Dynamics,  the  National  Longitudinal  Survey of  Men  45-59,  and  the 
nonexpenmental farmlies in the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experi- 
ment. For  the PSID we  used  the Wave XI11  Merged  Individual  Tape (Survey 
Research  Center, 1972 and  1981). For the NLS we  used  the Public Use Tape 
Release  75A  (Center for  Human  Resource  Research,  1977 and  1981). For the 
SIME/DIME  we  used  the Work  Impact Dual Head  of  Household  File (SRI 
International, 1983a). Appendix  B  describes  the procedures  we  used  to obtain 
each sample. 
From the PSID we  have selected two alternative samples of  male household 
heads. Our first  sample consists of  men who were heads of  household in every 
year from 1969 to 1979 (the thrd through thirteenth waves of  the survey), who 
were  between  the  ages of  21  and 64 in each year,  and who  reported  positive 
earnings and hours in each year. This sample contains a total of  1448 individuals. 
Sample average annual hours and hourly wage rates, as well  as averages of  the 
changes in the logarithms of  annual earnings and hours. are reported in Table I. 
Like the other two surveys used in ths paper the PSID survey overrepresents 
low income and nonwhite  household^.^ In our sample of  male heads with positive 
earnings and hours in every year, the fraction of nonwhites is 27.3 percent. At the 
suggestion of  the editor and referees, we have therefore drawn a second sample of 
the PSID which  excludes individuals from the subset of  the PSID drawn from 
Survey of  Economic Opportunity (SEO). The characteristics of  this alternative 
sample  are reported  in  the right-hand  columns  of  Table  I. As  expected,  this 
sample of  991 males  contains  many  fewer nonwhtes, and has  higher  average 
hourly  earnings. Average  annual  hours,  on  the  other  hand,  are  very  similar 
between the overall PSID sample and the subsample which excludes the SEO. 
From the NLS we  have selected 1318 men who were less than 65 years old in 
1975 and who reported nonzero earnings and hours in each of  the survey years 
1966, 1967, 1969, 1971, 1973, and 1975.9 Table I1 summarizes the characteristics 
Information on the sampling frames of  the three surveys are contained in Survey Research Center 
(19?2),  Center for Human Resource Research (1977), and SRI International (1983b). 
The 1969, 71, 73, and 75 NLS surveys were administered in July through October of  the survey 
years,  and asked  questions on earnings and hours in  the  previous  twelve  months. Earlier  surveys 
(1966, 1967) collected earnings information for the previous calendar year. Hours information is for 
calendar year 1965 in the 1966 survey and for the previous twelve months in the 1967 survey. Unlike 
the PSID survey, the NLS collects no auxilliary information on overtime hours or hours of  work on 
secondary jobs. For this and perhaps other reasons a large  fraction (approximately  30 percent)  of 
NLS respondents report exactly 2.W  hours per year in any survey year. 414  JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
of  this sample. The fraction of  nonwhites in the NLS sample is similar to that in 
the  overall  PSID  sample.  and  much  hgher  than  the  fraction  in  the  PSID 
subsample without the SEO. It is important to keep in mind that all but the first 
two waves of  the NLS survey were administered biennially.  As a consequence, 
four of  the five available changes in earnings and hours for this sample refer to 
changes in annual totals over two-year intervals. 
From the control group of  the Seattle-Denver Income Experiment our sample 
consists of  560 male heads of  dual-headed ho~seholds.'~  These male heads were 
between 21 and 64 years of  age during the first four years of  the experiment, and 
reported  nonzero  earnings  and  hours  in  each  of  the  first  eight  experimental 
half-year  periods.  Demographc characteristics  and  average  hourly  wage  rates 
and hours for the SIME/DIME sample are recorded in Table 111. Labor market 
information in the income maintenance experiments was collected quarterly and 
aggregated  into six-month intervals by  the experiments'  contractors.  Hours of 
work and changes in earnings and hours for the SIME/DIME  sample therefore 
refer  to labor market outcomes in six-month periods. Since enrollment into the 
experiments was conducted over a two year interval, the six-month experimental 
periods refer to different periods of  calendar time for different sample members. 
Labor market  outcomes in the first  experimental period,  for example, refer  to 
data for calendar periods between early 1971 and late 1972. 
By  design,  the  income  experiments  heavily  oversampled  low  income  and 
nonwhite households. The fraction of  nonwhtes in our SIME/DIME  sample is 
consequently higher than the fraction in either the NLS or overall PSID samples. 
Average  hourly  earnings  and  annual  hours  are  also  somewhat  lower  for  the 
SIME/DIhlE  sample than for any of  the other three samples. 
The complete covariance matrices  of  the changes in the logarithms of  annual 
earnings and annual hours for the four samples are recorded in Tables IV-VII. 
In order to control for differences in labor force experience withn and between 
the  samples,  we  have  computed  these  covariances  using  the  residuals  from 
unrestricted  multivariate regressions of  changes in earnings and hours on time 
period indicator variables and potential experience (age minus education minus 
five). As it happens, the characteristics of  the data are not significantly affected 
by this adjustment, since the explanatory power of  the experience regressions is 
negligible  in all four samples. The covariances  of  the changes in earnings and 
hours with potential experience are recorded in the final row of  each table. 
To control for the fact that the SIME/DIME  data are drawn from different 
calendar  periods,  depending  on  the  date of  assignment  into  the  experiment, 
changes in  earnings  and  hours  from  the  SIME/DIME  sample  are  regression 
adjusted using potential experience and a series of  indicator variables for month- 
of-assignment into the experiment. In none of  the sixteen regressions for the eight 
changes in earnings and hours were these indicator variables jointly  statistically 
significant at conventional significance levels. 
10 The SIME/DIME  survey contains detailed  questions on overtime  and secondary jobs,  and is 
conceptually more similar to the PSID suney than the NLS survey. See Appendix B. EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PSID SAMPLE OF MALE I~OUSEHOLD HEADS 
SEO Included  SEO Excludeda 
yearb 
Average 
Hourly 
Earmngs 
Average 
Annual 
Hours 
Average 
Hourly 
Earmngs 
Average 
Annual 
Hours 
1. Annual Hours and Average 
Hourly Earnings (1967 dollars) 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
Change 
Change in 
Earmngs 
Change 
in Hours 
Change in 
Earnings 
Change 
in Hours 
2.  Changes in Log Real Annual 
Earnings of  Log Annual 
Hours ( x 100) 
3. 	Demographic Characteristics 
Average Age in 1969 
Percent Nonwhite 
Average Potential 
Experience in 1969 
4.  Sample SizeC 
'Sample  members from the Survey of Economrc Opportumty (SEO) are excluded 
b~ata are for the calendar years hsted 
'Sample  excludes observations  with average hourly  earmngs greater than $100/hour,  or annual hours greater 
than 4680 
Table  IV  contains  the  experience-adjusted  covariances  and  correlations  of 
changes in the logarithms of  annual earnings and annual hours for our overall 
sample of  household heads from the PSID. The covariances and their associated 
standard errors are presented below the diagonal of  the table, while the correla- 
tion coefficients are presented above the diagonal. The table is arranged with the 
10 changes in log earnings (denoted by A log g) first, and the 10 changes in log 
hours (denoted by A log h)  following. 
Looking first at the diagonal elements of  Table IV, the cross-sectional variation 
in  percentage  changes  in  annual  earnings  and  hours  is  large:  the  standard 
deviation of  the change in the logarithm of  earnings is at least 35 percent, while 
the standard deviation of  the change in the logarithm of  annual hours is at least 
25 percent. The variances of  changes in annual earnings and hours also vary over JOHN M.  ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
TABLE I1 

CHARACTEWSTIC  OF OLDER MEN
 OF THE NLS SAMPLE 
Yeara 
Average 
Hourly 
Eamlngs 
Average 
Annual 
Hours 
~ 
1. Annual Hours and Average 
Hourly Earnings (1967 dollars) 
1966 
1967 
1969 
3.50 
3.46 
3.55 
2209 
2190 
2190 
1971  3.66  2161 
1973  3.63  2160 
1975  3.50  2003 
Changeb 
Change 
In Eamlngs 
Change 
In IIour\ 
2.  Changes in Log Real Annual 
Earnings and Log Annual 
Hours ( x 100) 
3. 	Demographc Characteristics 
Average Age in 1969 
Percent Nonwhte 
Average Potential 
Experience in 1969 
4. Sample Sue 
'Data  are for twelve-month  penods preceed~ng  the intewiew date (except 1966 and 
1967; see footnote 9). 
h~hanges In  earnlngs and hours over the two year intervals are rzor  ar  utw~uui rorrs 
time. Cross-sectional dispersion in earnings and hours growth was relatively small 
in 1972-73  and 1973-74,  and relatively large in 1975-76. 
Turning to the first-order autocovariances, whch are displayed  directly below 
the diagonal, it is clear that consecutive changes in individual earnings and hours 
are strongly negatively correlated. The average covariance of  consecutive changes 
in  earnings  is  -.060:  the  average  first-order  correlation  coefficient  is  -.34. 
Similarly, the average first-order autocovariance of  the change in hours is -.061, 
with an average first-order autocorrelation coefficient of  -.34. 
The cross-covariances between changes in earnings and changes in hours are 
displayed in the lower left-hand block of  the tzble. Contemporaneous changes in 
earnings and hours are significantly positively correlated: the average covariance 
is  .073,  with  an average  correlation  coefficient of  .50.  Since  the  logarithm  of 
average hourly earnings is simply the difference in logarithms of  annual earnings 
and  annual  hours,  the  covariance  between  changes  in  hours  and  changes  in 
average hourly earnings is the difference between the covariance of  earnings and 
hours and the variance of  hours. This difference is uniformly negative in Table 
IV, implying that changes in hours and changes in average hourly earnings are 
negatively correlated. 
A final feature of  the covariance matrix in Table IV is the absence of  any large 
or statistically significant covariances at lags greater than two years. Year-to-year 
changes in  earnings and  hours  more  than  two  years  apart  are  approximately 417  EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
TABLE I11 
CHARACTERISTICS  OF MALE-HEADS  HOUSEHOLDS OF THE SIME/DIME  SAMPLE  OF DUAL-HEADED 
Expenmental 
Perioda 
Average 
Hourly 
Earnings 
Average 
Annual 
Hours 
-- 
1. Annual Hours and Average 
Hourly Emngs  (1971 dollars) 
Changeb 
Change 
~nEarnings 
Change 
~n  Hours 
2.  Changes in Log Real Semi-Annual 
Earnings and Log Semi-Annual 
Hours ( x 100) 
3. 	Demographic Characteristics 
Average Age at start of  experiment 
Percent Nonwhte 
Average Potential Ewperience 
at start of  experiment 
4.  Sam~le Size 
aData  are for six-month periods follouing assignment lnto the Income experiment  Annual hour\ are estimated as twlce the 
semiannual average 
b~he changes In  earnings and hours between consecutive SIX-month  intervals are tior or antiuol roles. 
cSample excludes ~nd~viduals  wlth more than 2500 hours of  uork in ang  half-gear penod. 
uncorrelated. Thls suggests that changes in earnings and changes in hours may be 
adequately  summarized  by  a  (possibly  nonstationary)  bivariate  second  order 
moving average (MA(2)) process. 
Table  V  displays  the  equivalent  covariance  matrix  of  earnings  and  hours 
changes for the PSID sample without the SEO subsample. The main features of 
the table are similar to those in Table IV, although the variances and covariances 
are somewhat  smaller in absolute value when  the SEO group is excluded. The 
average  first-order  autocorrelations  of  earnings  and  hours  changes  are  also 
slightly lower in Table V (- .29 and -.33, respectively). Again, the covariance 
between earnings and hours changes is positive but smaller than the variance of 
hours changes,  implying that  changes  in  hours and changes in average hourly 
earnings  are  negatively  correlated.  As  in  Table  IV,  few  of  the  covariances 
between  earnings and  hours  changes  more  than  two  years  apart  are large  or 
statistically  different  from  zero.  Finally,  the  pattern  of  nonstationarity  in  the 
variances  and covariances is  similar  between  the overall  PSID sample and  the 
sample with the SEO excluded. COVARIANC~S AND CORRELATIONS" BETWEEN EXPERIENCE ADIUSTED CHANGES IN EARNINGS AND HOURS: PSID MALES  1969.IO 1979~ 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses) 
( o\artance of 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15)  (16)  (17)  (18)  (19)  (20) 
1log R  A log ,q  1log R  1log R  3 log  3 log ,q  A log ,q  A log g  A logg  A log  A log h  A log h  A log h  A log h  A log 11  A log 11  A log h  1log h  1log h  3 log h 
w~th  69-70  70-71  71-72  72-73  73-74  74-75  75-76  76-77  77-78  78-79  69-70  70-71  71-72  72-73  73-74  74-75  75-76  76-77  77-78  78-79 
1. Alogg 
69-70 
2.  A logg 
70-71 
3.  A logg 
71-72 
4.  A log g 
72-73 
5.  A logg 
73-74 
6.  A logg 
74-75 
7.  A log g 
75-76 
8.  A logg 
76-77 
9.  A log g 
77-78 10. 	A  log g 

78-79 

11. 	Alogh 

69-70 

12  Alogh 

70-71 

13 	Alogh 

71-72 

14.  A  log h 
72-73 

15. 	Alogh 

73-74 

16. 	A logh 

74-75 

17. 	A  logh 

75-76 

18 	 Alogh 

76-77 

19. 	A  log h 

77-78 

20. 	A  log h 

78-79 

21. 	Experience' 
aC'ovar~ancer  below diagonal and correlat~ons  above dlagonal 
h.1.h~  data reprewnt changes ~n  log earnings and log hours over the ~ntervals  ~nd~cated,  adjusted  for the conditional mean gavel1 potentla1 experience and the year of observation  Sec Table I  lor means 

'C'ovanance 01  potential labor lorce expenelice wlth the change In  log earning5 (columnr (1)-(10)) and  the change ~n  log annual hours (column,  (11)-(20)) The varlalice  01 potentla1 erperlence Ir  I06 X 
COVARIANCES AND CORREI.ATIONS B~TWE~N EXY~RIENC~-ADJUSTED CHANGES IN EARNINGS AND HOIJRS: 
PSID MALES 1969 TO 1979. SEO EXC.I.IJDED 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses) 
Covar~ance of: 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15)  (16)  (17)  (18)  (19)  (20) 
A log,y  d  log  g  A logg  d  log  g  A log  g  A logg  1log,q  A log  g  A log,q  1log  g  A logh  A logh  A logh  A logh  A logh  A logh  A log  h  A log  12  A log12  A log  h 
w~th- 69-70  70-71  71-72  72-73  73-74  74-75  75-76  76-77  77-78  78-79  69-70  70-71  71-72  72-73  73-74  74-75  75-76  76-77  77-78  78-79 
1. Alogg  ,146  .233  .005  .002  -020  -018  .041  .076  .017  .023  .556  -147  ,033  .055  -.013  ,076  .011 .023 .018  .019 
69-70  (-023) 
2.  A logg  .033  .I38  -436 ,152  ,034  .012  ,051 ,029  .057  .020 -.081  0.569  ,342 -.015  -.020  0.036  ,085  -023  ,022  .025 
3.  A logg 
71-72 
4.  A log g 
72-73 
5.  A logg 
73-74 
6.  A log g 
74-75 
7.  A logg 
75-76 
8.  A log g 
76-77 
9.  A log g 
77-78 10  Alogg 

78-79 

11  Alogh 

12  Alogh 

13  Alogh 

14  Alogh 

15  Alogh 

16  A logh 

17  Alogh 

18  Alogh 

19  Alogh 

20  A  log h 

21  Expcncn~c' 

69-70 

70-71 

71-72 

72-73 

73-74 

74-75 

75-76 

76-77 

77-78 

78-79 

'lCovsrlances hclow d~agonnl  and correlations above d~ngonnl 
I he data repre\ent changch In  loe carnlngs and log hour\ over the ~nten,nl\  ~ndicntcd,  ,idlusted for the condltionnl mean glvcn potcntlal experience and the ycnr of ohser\atlon  See  I dhlc I  for Incan\ 
'Covar~ancc  or potential lahor forcc cxpcrlence wth the chnngc In  log earnings (column\ (1)-(10))  and the change In  long annual hour,  (oolurnn\ (11)-(10)) The variance or potent~al  experlcncc IS  LOX Y JOHN M.  ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
TABLE VI 

COVARIANCES  OF EXPERIENCE-ADJUSTED  IN
 AND CORRELATIONS~  CHANGES 
EARNINGSAND HOURS: NLS DATA 1966-75b 
(Standard Errors in Parentheses) 
Covanance of 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10) 
3 log g  3 logg  3 logg  J logg  J log g  Jlog h  3 log/?  3 log h  3  log h  J log h 
wlth  66-67  67-69  69-71  71-73  73-75  66-67  67-69  69-71  71-73  73-75 
1. 	Alogg 

66-67 

2.  A log g 
67-69 
3. 	A logg 

69-71 

4. 	A log g 
71-73 
5. 	A log g 

73-75 

6. 	A log h 

66-67 

7. 	Alogh 

67-69 

8. 	Alogh 

69-71 

9. 	 A log h 

71-73 

10. 	A log h 
73-75 
11. 	EwperienceC 
"Covanances below  the d~agonal  and correlations above the d~agonal. 
b~he data represent changes In  log earnings and log hours over the intewals ~ndicated,  adjusted for the conditional mcan 
glven potentla1 experience and the year of obsenatlon  See Table I1 for means 
cCovanance of  potential labor market experience with the change in log earnings (columns (1)-(5)) and the change In  log 
hours (columns (6)-(10)) The vanance of  potential expenence is 26.6 
Table VI  presents  the  covariance  matrix  of  experience-adjusted  changes  in 
earnings and hours from our NLS sample. Overall, the data are very similar to 
the  corresponding  data  from  the  PSID,  although  there  is  more  evidence  of 
nonstationarity in the NLS data. On the other hand, none of  the second-order 
autocovariances or cross-covariances in Table VI are large or statistically signifi- 
cant,  so  that  the  NLS  data  may  perhaps  be  adequately  summarized  as  a 
nonstationary bivariate first-order moving average process. Assuming that changes 
in  annual  earnings  and  hours  between  consecutive  years  are  generated  by  a 
second-order moving average process, however, changes in earnings and hours at 
two-year gaps can be  represented  by  a  first-order  moving  average."  Thus the 
11 If  the change in earnings (A logg,) is  MA(2), then A log g, = e, + b,~,-,+ h,~,,,for example. 
where  e,  is  serially  uncorrelated.  The  change  in  earnings  between  period  t- 2  and  period  t  is 
log g, - log g,-,  = A log g, + A log g  ,-,.  Therefore,  log g, - log g,-2 = F, + (1 + h1)c,-~, + (hl 7 
b,)~,_, + bze,,. Notice that the change over two years is correlated with its first lag, but not with its 
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data in Table VI  are potentially  consistent  with the same underlying  model  of 
earnings and hours generation as in Tables IV and V. 
Table VII presents the covariances of  experience-adjusted changes in earnings 
and hours between consecutive six-month intervals in the SIME/DIME  survey. 
Again, these  covariances are similar to the  covariances of  the PSID and NLS 
samples. There is less evidence  of  nonstationarity in the SIME/DIME  sample 
than in the other samples, perhaps as a result  of  the averaging of  earnings and 
hours in  the  SIME/DIME  survey over  several  different calendar periods.  The 
first-order autocorrelations of  earnings and hours changes are similar between the 
SIME/DIME  sample and the other samples. The covariances between contem- 
poraneous changes in earnings and hours, on the other hand, are relatively hgher 
in the SIME/DIME sample. This implies that the simple regression coefficient of 
changes in the logarithm of  annual hours on changes in the logarithm of  average 
hourly earnings is more positive in the SIME/DIME  sample (- .17) than in the 
other  surveys  (- .31  in  the  overall  PSID  sample,  -.36  in  the  PSID  sample 
without the SEO, and -.32 in the NLS). None of  the third-order autocovariances 
or  cross-covariances  is  statistically  significant  in  Table  VII,  suggesting  that 
semi-annual changes in log earnings and log hours in the SIME/DIME  sample 
are close to a bivariate MA(2) process. Since a bivariate MA(2) representation of 
semi-annual  changes  in  earnings  and  hours  implies  only  a  first-order  moving 
average  representation  of  annual  changes,  the  SIME/DIME  data  therefore 
exhibit lower order serial correlation than either the PSID or NLS data. 
The covariances of  changes in earnings and hours with potential labor market 
experience are presented  for each sample in the bottom rows of  Tables IV-VII. 
These covariances vary  from year-to-year  withn each  sample and also  vary  in 
relative  magnitude  across  the  samples. In the  two  PSID  samples  the  average 
covariance of  experience with  the change in earnings is about 1.7 times  larger 
than the corresponding covariance with the change in hours. In the NLS sample, 
by comparison, the average covariance of  experience with the change in earnings 
is about one-third as large as the covariance with the change in hours. Finally, for 
the  SIME/DIME  sample the ratio of  the average covariances of  earnings and 
hours changes with potential experience  is 2.8. These differences across samples 
suggest that the relative curvature of  the lifecycle profiles of  earnings and hours 
vary considerably with the age and demographc composition of  the sample.12 
We next consider whether the information in the covariance matrices in Tables 
IV-VII  may  be  adequately  summarized  by  some  relatively  simple  statistical 
model.  Table  VIII  presents  several  tests  that  address  thls  concern.  Row  la 
presents  the  X2 goodness-of-fit  statistic  for  a  nonstationary  bivariate  MA(2) 
representation  of  earnings and hours changes from each survey.13 The goodness- 
"As  noted by Ghez and Becker (1975), the relative curvature of  the life-cycle profiles of  earnings 
and hours provides  a  means of  estimating the  intertemporal  substitution  elasticity.  See our earlier 
paper (Abowd and Card (1986)) for further detals in the present context. 
13 The timing interval of  the underlying bivariate MA(2) model  is assumed  to correspond  to the 
timing interval of  each survey, i.e., to changes in annual data for the PSID; to changes in annual data 
over a two-year gap for the NLS; and to changes in semi-annual data for the SIME/DIME  data. JOHN  M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
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of-fit  statistic is  formed  according  to  the  formulas  presented  in  Appendix  A, 
using the actual sampling variability of  the second moments of  the data (rather 
than assuming, for example, that the underlying earnings and hours data follow a 
multivariate normal distribution). For all four samples the test statistics confirm 
that the autocovariances and cross-covariances at lags greater  than two periods 
are negligible. Row lb  shows the importance of  recognizing that  earnings and 
hours  data  are not  normally  distributed.  In  this  row  the  same  statistics  are 
computed using the formulas for the sampling variability of  the second moments 
of  earnings  and hours changes implied  by  multivariate normality.14 Evidently, 
tests based on the assumption of  joint  normality can be misleading, and in the 
present context would lead to rejection of  the bivariate MA(2) hypothesis. Based 
on the test statistics in Row la, however, we accept the restrictions implied by the 
bivariate MA(2) hypothesis. 
Having accepted thls model, it is of  some interest  to compare our results  to 
previous studies of  the covariance structure of  earnings.15 It is also interesting to 
consider which models of  earnings and hours are ruled out by the MA(2) model. 
The most  directly comparable previous  study is  MaCurdy's  (1982) analysis  of 
percentage  changes in annual earnings for data from  the first 10 waves of  the 
PSID.  In  his  study, MaCurdy  finds  that  changes  in  earnings  are adequately 
summarized  by  a  second-order  moving  average.  His  estimates of  the  average 
autocorrelations of  earnings changes (MaCurdy (1982, p. 107)) are very similar to 
estimates of  the  average autocorrelations of  earnings changes  from  our  PSID 
samples.  In  contrast  to  our  finding  of  significant  nonstationarity,  however, 
MaCurdy accepts a stationary MA(2) representation of  the change in earnings. 
We suspect that the difference is due to alternative treatments of  outliers. In our 
analysis we have excluded only those individuals in the PSID sample who report 
average hourly  earnings in excess of  $100, or annual hours in excess of  4680. 
MaCurdy (1982) adopts a more stringent set of  exclusion restrictions. Nonethe- 
less,  our  conclusions  from  the  PSID  sample  are  broadly  consistent  with 
MaCurdy's. 
Other  studies  of  the  longitudinal  earnings  data include  Lillard  and  Weiss 
(1979)  and  Hause  (1980). Lillard  and  Weiss  (1979)  analyze  the  level  of  log 
earnings for research scientists from the National Science Foundation's Register 
of  Technical  and  Scientific Personnel.  Their  sample contains  annual  earnings 
information for alternating years (the structure of  our NLS sample). From their 
reported covariance matrix  (Lillard  and Weiss (1979, p. 443)) we  can calculate 
14 If  the data are normally  distributed,  then estimates of  the sampling variability of  the second 
moments  can  be obtained  from  the second moments  themselves:  See Anderson (1958, p. 75).  In 
particular. if  a vector is normally distributed with variance matrix 2,then the sampling covariance of 
a,,,  the (i, j)  element of  2.with a,,., the (u, u)  element of  2, can be estimated by 
6,"qt, + 6,,.qu, 
where 6,, is the maximum hkelihood estimate of  u,~. 
iWe  were  unable  to  find  any previously  published  studies of  the  autocovariance  structure of 
hours from whlch we could recover an autocovariance matrix. 427  EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
the  implied  covariance  matrix  for  the  changes  in  log  earnings;  we  cannot, 
however, calculate a goodness-of-fit statistic for the second order moving average 
model. Nevertheless, it is instructive to note that the first order autocorrelations 
of changes in earnings in Lillard and Weiss' data are negative (between -.14 and 
-.46). The second order autocorrelations are smaller, but  all positive (between 
.07 and .09). There is also substantial evidence of  nonstationarity in  Lillard and 
Weiss'  estimates  of  the  variances  of  earnings  changes.  Finally,  one  of  the 
higher-order autocovariances of  earnings changes in Lillard and Weiss' sample is 
relatively  large, suggesting that an MA(2) representation of  their data is inade- 
quate. 
Hause (1980) presents annual earnings data for  a sample of  young  Swedish 
males. His reported covariance matrix of  the levels of  log earnings (1980, p. 1025) 
implies a covariance matrix for the changes in log earnings that exhibits negative 
first order autocorrelations ranging  from -.17 to  -.23-somewhat  smaller  in 
absolute value  than the comparable correlations of  earnings in Tables IV-VII. 
The second order autocorrelations are also negative ( -.05 to -.20) but the thud 
and  fourth  order  autocorrelations  are  generally  close  to  zero.  The  implied 
variances of  the changes in log earnings in Hause's data also display considerable 
nonstationarity. 
Taken as a whole, the evidence on changes in earnings from the samples in this 
paper  and  the  two  additional  samples  considered  by  Lillard  and  Weiss  and 
Hause suggests  that negative serial correlation between  consecutive changes  in 
log earnings is a pervasive phenomenon. Nonstationarity  of  the covariances also 
appears to be an important property of  longtudinal data. Finally, although the 
samples used in this paper show little evidence of  higher order autocorrelations 
among earnings changes, at least one previous study (Lillard and Weiss) offers 
some contrary evidence. 
An important  implication  of  the bivariate  MA(2) structure of  earnings and 
hours  changes  is  the  absence  of  any  permanent  individual  components  of 
variance in the rate of  growth of  earnings or hours. Specifically, the random trend 
models of  Lillard  and Weiss (1979) and Hause (1980) are inconsistent with the 
data in Tables IV-VI.16  Individual-specific trends in the growth rates of  earnings 
and hours imply that experience-adjusted changes in earnings and hours (A log &, 
and A log i,,, respectively) satisfy 
where $,,  and $,,  are the individual-specific growth rates of  earnings and hours 
(expressed  as deviations from population growth rates), and e,,,  and  E~,, repre-
sent  the deviations of  growth rates from their  individual-specific means.  These 
16 MaCurdy (1982) reaches a similar conclusion with respect  to the presence  of  random earnings 
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equations imply 
cov [A log ill,  A log if,] = var [+,,I + cov [E~~,, 
According to these equations, the autocovariances of  earnings and hours changes 
contain fixed positive components associated with the cross-sectional variation in 
individual-specific growth  rates. The evidence that the hgher-order autocovari- 
ances of  earnings and hours changes are jointly equal to zero, however, suggests 
var [c$,,] = 0 and var [+,,I  = 0. 
A  second  important  implication  of  the  bivariate  MA(2)  representation  of 
earnings and hours changes is that any autoregressive  error components of  the 
levels of  individual earnings and hours have  (approximately) unit  roots."  The 
only  autoregressive  error  process  for  the  levels  of  earnings  or  hours  that  is 
consistent with  the bivariate  MA(2) model  for  the changes is  one with  a unit 
autoregressive c~efficient.'~ 
A final implication  of  the bivariate MA(2) representation  is  that individual- 
specific responses to aggregate business  cycle movements are negligible compo- 
nents of  variance in earnings and hours changes. Specifically, consider a model in 
whch earnings and hours respond  to changes in  some aggregate business-cycle 
indicator (A  y,) with individual-specific elasticities P1, and P,,,  respectively: 
In these equations E~,,  and  E,,,  represent cyclically adjusted changes in individual 
earnings and hours (controlling for experience). Ths  model implies 
cov [A 1%  g;, 3  A 1%  g,, I = var [PI,I  3  Ell, AY,  A 1:  + cov [~l,,  I 3 
According to these  equations, the covariances  between  changes in  earnings or 
hours  in  one  year  and  change  in  any  other  year  depend  on  the  signs  and 
magnitudes  of  the  business  cycle  movements  in  those  years.  For  example, 
covariances between 1969-70 changes and 1974-75 changes in our PSID samples 
should be substantially different from covariances between 1970-71  changes and 
1975-76  changes, because business-cycle conditions moved in the same direction 
between  1969-70  and  1974-75  (AyIAys> 0)  and  in  the  opposite  direction 
between  1970-71  and  1975-76  (Ay,Ay, < 0).  The data in  Tables  IV and  V, 
17 MaCurdy (1982) also  concludes  that  there  are not  stationary  autoregressive  components of 
variance in the PSID earnings data. 
18 Since the focus of  this paper is on statistical models for the changes in earnings and hours, we 
have  not directly  examined  the covariance matrices of  experience-adjusted  levels  of  earnings and 
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however, show that the thrd and hlgher-order covariances of  earnings and hours 
changes are all approximately zero, regardless of  the cyclical changes associated 
with particular years. On this basis we  conclude that cross-sectional variation in 
the cyclical responsiveness of  earnings and hours is negligible (i.e., var [PI,]= 0, 
var  PllI = 0-Cov [PI,,  P2rI  = 0). 
Rows  2  and  3  of  Table  VIII  test  further  simplifications  of  the  covariance 
structure  against  the  alternative  of  a  nonstationary  bivariate  MA(2).  The  X2 
statistics in Row 2 test whether a stationary MA(2) representation is adequate.19 
All samples show strong evidence of  nonstationarity. The X2 statistics in Row 3 
test whether a nonstationary MA(1) representation is adequate (i.e., whether the 
second  order  autocovariances  and cross-covariances  are jointly  equal to zero). 
For the PSID and SIME/DIME  samples the MA(1) specification is rejected. For 
the  NLS  sample,  however,  the  MA(1)  specification  is  adequate.  Given  the 
sampling intervals of  the PSID and NLS surveys, the processes generating the 
data in  these  two  surveys may  be of  the  same order. The process  generating 
the SIME/DIME  data is evidently of  lower order. 
The relatively simple covariance structures displayed in Tables IV-VII  suggest 
that earnings and hours changes may be generated  by some relatively parsimo- 
nious statistical model. We will examine three such models, in increasing order of 
complexity. The first of  these is a simple stationary measurement  error model. 
The second  model adds a common  nonstationary  component  to both earnings 
and hours changes. The third model adds an additional nonstationary component 
to the variances and contemporaneous covariances of earnings and hours changes. 
We will refer to these models as a pure measurement error model, a two-compo- 
nent model, and a three-component  model, respectively. 
There is a substantial body of  recent research on the nature and consequences 
of  measurement  error  in  labor  market  survey  data.20 A  formulation  that  is 
consistent  with  this  work  is one in which  the measurement  error  in reported 
earnings and hours consists of  permanent individual effects together with purely 
transitory unsystematic measurement errors (u,, and u,,), with 
and 
Thls model  permits  arbitrary  systematic bias in  individual  earnings and hours 
measures, but assumes serial independence in the transitory measurement  error^.^' 
19 By  a stationary  MA(2) representation, we  mean  that cov[A log g,,, A log g,,- ,].  cov[A log h,,, 
A log h ,,_,1,  and cov[A log g,,, A log h,,_, ] are constant for all  i and are zero for  Ijl> 2. 
20 See Mellow and Sider (1983),  Freeman  (1984), Abowd  and Zellner  (1985), Duncan  and Hill 
(1985), Fuller and Chua (1985), and Poterba and Summers (1986). 
21 Note that any correlation of  consecutive measurement errors in the levels of  earnings or hours in 
this model arises from permanent individual effects, and is therefore restricted to be positive. 430  JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
On the assumption that deviations of  reported earnings and hours from time 
means and experience effects consist solely of measurement error, equation (1) 
implies the  following covariance structure for observed  changes in  experience- 
adjusted earnings and hours: 
These equations imply that the first order autocorrelations of  both earnings and 
hours are -1/2.  They  also imply  that the ratio of  the first-order  cross-covari- 
ances of  earnings and hours to their contemporaneous covariance is -1/2. 
Equations (2a)-(2c)  describe  the entire covariance structure of  earnings and 
hours changes in terms of  only three parameters:  a,,,  a,,,,  and  a,,,.  Row  4 of 
Table VIII displays the estimated goodness-of-fit statistics for this pure measure- 
ment  error  model  fit  to the variances,  covariances,  and first  and second  auto- 
covariances  of  earnings  and  hours.  Evidently,  the  four  samples  all  display 
substantial  departures  from  this  model.  Examination  of  the  data in  Tables 
IV-VII  suggests two reasons that the pure measurement error model fails. The 
first is that first-order autocorrelations of earnings and hours are all less than 1/2 
in absolute value. The second reason is that the covariance structure of  earnings 
and hours changes is far from time stationary. 
Our second statistical model adds a single common component of  variance of 
earnings and hours that can potentially account for both of  these departures. In 
particular, consider a factor z,, that enters hours with a (normalized) coefficient 
of  unity, and earnings with relative coefficient p, implying 
(3a)  A log g",,  =  p Az,, + Aulr, 
(3b)  A log i,,  =Azir+ Au,,. 
Suppose that  Az,, follows an unrestricted second order moving average process, 
with 
and 
cov [Az,,,  At,,] = 0  for  It - st> 2. EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
In ths  case, equations (3a) and (3b) imply: 
p2  COV[AZ~~, - oKU, jt  - SI= 1, Azis]
(4a)  cov [A log g,,, A log g,,] = 
p2~~~EAz,,,  It -sl = 2, Az,,], 
Lo,  otherwise; 
(4b)  cov [A log h",,,  A log Ais] = 	cov [Az,,, Az,,] - o,,,  It - sl = 1, 
cov [Az,,,  Az,,],  ~t- sl= 2, 
(0, 	 otherwise; 
-ow,,

(4c)  cov [A log g,,,A log A ,,]  = 	~CO~[A~,~,AZ~$I It-$[=  1, 
p COV[AZ,,,  Az,,l,  It - sl= 2, 
Lo,  otherwise. 
We  refer  to  this  model  as  a  "two-component"  model  with  a  stationary 
measurement  error component and a nonstationary  common factor. Equations 
(4a)-(4c) imply a number of  restrictions on the covariance matrix of  earnings and 
hours changes. First, provided that cov [Az,,, Az,,- ,]  > 0, the first order autocor- 
relations of  changes in  earnings and hours are all between -1/2  and 0.  Second, 
if  p ~10 and covIAz,,, Az ,,-, ] > 0, the ratio 
cov [A log A,,, A log kt-,] 

cov [A  log Air,  A log g,,] 

is between -1/2  and 0 for j = 1, -1. Third, the cross-covariance function of 
earnings and hours is symmetric: 
Tests  of  the  latter  restrictions  are  presented  in  row  5  of  Table  VIII.  The 
symmetry  restrictions  are easily  accepted  in  the  NLS  sample  and  the  PSID 
sample without the SEO, and are marginally acceptable in the other two samples. 
The sixth row of  Table VIII displays the goodness-of-fit for the two-compo- 
nent model of  equations (3a) and (3b), assuming that  Az,, follows a nonstation- 
ary second order moving average process. The estimated relative coefficient p is 
presented  in the seventh row of the table. All  four samples provide substantial 
evidence against  the two-component specification. There is, on the other hand, 
remarkable consistency across the data sets in the estimates of  p. Maintaining a 
simple two-component structure, the nonmeasurement error component of  vari- 
ance in earnings and hours affects both variables more-or-less proportionally. 
Close examination of  the fit of  the two-component model implied by equations 
(3a) and (3b) suggests that the model has trouble fitting the pattern of  nonsta- JOHN M.  ABOWD  AND  DAVID CARD 
TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY  TESTS  IN OF GOODNESS-OF-FIT  FOR THE EXPERIENCE-ADJUSTED CHANGES 
EARNINGSAND HOURS FOR THE PANEL STUDY OF INCOME DYNAMICS, 
THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL  OF MEN 45-59, SURVEY  AND 
THE SEATTLE/  DENVER INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT 
Annual  Annual Data  Annual  Semi-Annual 
Data  from PSID  Data  Data 
from PSID  SEO Excluded  from NLSa  from SIME/DIME 
1. Nonstationary MA(21b 
a.  Based on fourth moments 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
b. Based on joint normality 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom in la] 
2.  Stationary MA(2)' 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
3.  Nonstationary MA(1)' 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
4.  Measurement error onlyC 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
5.  Symmetric MA(2)' 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
6.  Two-component modelc 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
7.  Estimate of  coefficient (p) 
for two-component model 
(standard error) 
8. Three-component modelc 
(probability value) 
[degrees of  freedom] 
9. Estimate of  coefficient (p) 
for three-component model 
(standard error) 
a Data are sampled b~enrually. 
b~ersus  the  alternatlr,e  hypothesis  of  a  completely  unrestricted  covanancc  matrix.  There  are  210  total 
degrees of  freedom (unique second-order moments) in the PSID. 55 in the NLS, and 136 in the SIME/DIME 
'versus  the alternative hypothesis of an unrestricted bivanate MA(2)  There are 98 total degrees of  freedom 
In the PSID. 43 In  the NLS. and 76 In  the SIME/DIME 
tionarity in the variances  of  earnings and hours over  time. Equations (4a) and 
(4b) imply that the change in  the variance of  earnings between  any two years, 
var [A log g,] -var [A log g,],  is strictly proportional to the change in the vari- 
ance of  hours between  those years  var[A log i,,] -var[A log &,,I.  To relax  thls 
restriction, consider the earnings and hours equations 
(5a)  A log g,,=  p Az,, + Auir+ qir, 
(5b)  A log iir =  Az,, +  Au,, + sZlt, 
where  E[E,,,]= E[E~~,] 0, var [E~,,],  and cov  [E,,,,  E~,,] are unrestricted,  =  var [E~,,], 433  EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
and cov[~,,,,  E~~~]  = 0 for all t # s. This model implies the following structure for 
the variances and contemporaneous covariances of  earnings and hours changes: 
(6)  var [A log g,,] =  p2 var [AZ,,]  + 2uuu+ var [E~,,], 
var [A  log h",,]  = var [Az,,] + 20,,  + var 
cov [A log g,,, A log h",,]  =  p var [A  t,,] + 2uu,,+ cov [E,,, , 
The expressions in equations (4a)-(4c)  for the first and second order autocovari- 
ances and cross-covariances of  earnings and hours remain valid. We refer to this 
as a "three-component model,"  consisting of  a pure measurement error compo- 
nent, a common nonstationary component, and a transitory component affecting 
only the variances and contemporaneous covariances of  earnings and hours. The 
effect of  the third component is to unrestrict the variances and contemporaneous 
covariances  of  earnings  and hours,  whlle  preserving  a  simple  two-component 
structure for the autocovariances and hgher-order cross covariances. 
The eighth  row  of  Table  VIII  displays the goodness-of-fit  statistics for this 
three-component model. Corresponding estimates of  the relative coefficient p  are 
presented in the ninth row of  the table. The test statistics give only mild evidence 
of  departures from the three-component structure. We conclude that this model 
gives  a  reasonable  representation  of  the  covariance  structure  of  experience-
adjusted earnings and hours changes for all four of  our samples. 
Surprisingly, the estimated relative  coefficierit of  the common  component of 
earnings and hours variation is similar in the two-component and three-compo- 
nent  models.  For  the overall  PSID  sample and the  SIME/DIME  sample  the 
estimates of  p  from the three-component model are about equal to the estimates 
from  the two-component  model (and the standard errors are similar).  For the 
NLS sample and the PSID sample excluding the SEO, the relative coefficient in 
the  three-component  model  is  larger  than  the  estimate  in  the  two-component 
model,  but is not  significantly different  from 1. Both  the  two-component  and 
three-component models  therefore suggest that the covariation of  earnings and 
hours  arises  from  changes  in  hours  at  fixed  hourly  wage  rates,  leading  to 
proportional changes in earnings. 
A final statistical issue we  consider is the choice of  estimator for the variance 
components  models.  Chamberlain  (1982,  1984)  has  shown  that  the  optimal 
minimum  distance  (OMD)  estimator  for  these  models  weights  the  deviations 
between  actual  and  predicted  second  movements  by  the  inverse  covariance 
matrix of  the second moments.  The estimates in Table VIII, on the other hand, 
are based on an equally weighted minimum distance (EWMD) estimator. (Ap- 
pendix A lists the formulas used for both types of  minimum distance estimators.) 
Table IX presents the optimal minimum  distance estimates for the two-compo- 
nent  and  three-component  models.  Row  la  shows the goodness-of-fit  statistics 
for the two-component  model, whch should be compared to the goodness-of-fit 
statistics in row 6 of  Table VIII. Both the OMD and the EWMD test statistics 
reveal the lack of  fit of  the two-component model. However, as shown in row lb 
of  Table IX,  the OMD estimate of  the  relative  coefficient  p  can be  seriously JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
TABLE IX 
OPTIMAL MINIMUM DISTANCE ESTIMATES 
OF VARIANCE  MODEL  TESTS COMPONENTS  AND SPECIFICATION 
Annual  Annual Data  Annual  Semi-Annual 
Name of  Data  from PSlD  Data  Data 
Stat~stic  from PSlD  SEO ficluded  from NLSa  from SIME/DIME 
1. Two-component modelb 
a. Goodness-of-fit statistic 	 261.12  173.07 

(probability value)  (.o'w  (.Ow

[degrees of  freedom]  [681  [681 

b. Relative coefficient (p) 	 1.11  11.23 

(standard error)  (.03)  (4.50) 

c. 	Specification test  .29  -C 

(probability value)  (.772) 

2.  Three-component modelb 
a.  Goodness-of-fit statistic 	 61.38  69.23 

(probability value)  (.027)  (.024) 

[degrees of  freedom]  [481  [48] 

b. Relative coefficient (p) 	 .95  .92 

(standard error)  (.08)  (.I21 

c. 	Specification test  1.68  3.86 

(probability value)  (.093) 
 (.ow 

'Data  are sampled blenmally. 
b~ersus  the  alternati~e  hypothesis  of  an  unrestricted  bivariate  MA(2)  There  are 98  total  degrees  of 
freedom in  the PSID. 43 In  the NLS, and 76 In  the SIME/DIME 
"Statistic cannot be computed. 
misleading in the case of  an ill-fitting model. In two of  the samples, the OMD 
estimate of  p  from the two-component model is considerably in excess of  unity. 
A  simple  specification  test  based  on the  difference  between  the  OMD  and 
EWMD parameter  estimates of  the two-component  model is displayed in  row 
1  ~The test statistic cannot be computed  for two of  the samples because  the  ~ . ~ 
estimated  sampling variance of  the OMD estimator is  actually larger  than the 
estimated sampling variance of  the EWMD estimator.23  In the other two surveys 
the test shows that the EWMD and OMD estimates are not very different. 
For the  three-component  model  the  goodness-of-fit  measures  for  the  OMD 
estimates are comparable to the goodness-of-fit  measures  for the EWMD esti- 
mates. The estimates of  the relative coefficient  p  are also similar  to the corre- 
sponding EWMD estimate and somewhat  more precise.  The specification  tests 
(Table IX, row 2c) for  the three-component  model are satisfactory for three of 
the four samples, but provide some evidence against the three-component model 
for the PSID sample with the SEO excluded. 
To summarize, the OMD and EWMD procedures give very similar measures of 
the goodness-of-fit of  the two- and three-component models. For the three-com- 
22 This class of  specification tests is suggested by  Hausman (1978). Under the hypothesis that the 
model of  the covariances is correct, the covariance matrix of  the vector of  differences between the 
EWMD and OMD parameter estimates is simply the difference in the estimated covariance matrices 
of  EWMD and OMD parameter estimates. 
23 The variance  of  the OMD parameter estimate is necessarily smaller only when  both variances 
are estimated at the same parameter values. EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES  435 

ponent model, which provides an acceptable fit to the data, the procedures also 
give  similar  parameter  estimates. On  the  other  hand,  for  the  two-component 
model, which  fits relatively poorly, the EWMD and OMD parameter  estimates 
differ for two of  the four samples. We conclude that the efficiency gains from the 
optimally  weighted  minimum  distance  procedure,  while  noticeable,  must  be 
balanced  against  the  greater  risk  of  misleading  estimates  in  the  case  of  a 
poorly-fitting model. 
2. 	INTERPRETING THE COVARIANCE STRUCTURE OF EARNINGS AND 
HOURS CHANGES 
In  this  section  we  discuss  a  life-cycle  labor  supply  interpretation  of  the 
covariance structure of  earnings and hours changes. Since this covariance struc- 
ture is adequately summarized by a simple three-component model, a statistically 
acceptable interpretation is one that includes only three components: measure- 
ment  error,  a  common  component  of  earnings  and  hours  variation  with  a 
second-order  moving average covariance structure, and a transitory  component 
of  cross-sectional variation in earnings and hours changes. All that is required is 
a  mapping between  the  labor  supply model  and  this  simple statistical  model. 
Since the focus of  the labor supply model is on behavioral responses to individual 
productivity  variation,  we  make  the  assumption  that  individual  productivity 
variation  is  the  source of  systematic covariation between earnings  and  hours. 
According to the life-cycle model, changes in productivity affect earnings more 
than hours. As we  noted in Section I, however, the estimated relative coefficient 
(p)  of  the  empirically determined common component  of  earnings and  hours 
variation is approximately unity. This suggests that  the covariation of  earnings 
and  hours changes does not  arise from labor supply responses to productivity 
variation. Rather, most of  the covariation of  earnings and hours occurs at fixed 
hourly wage rates. 
The life-cycle supply model  is  a standard  tool in  the analysis of  individual 
earnings and hours data.24  The starting point for our presentation of  this model 
is the labor supply equation 
(7)  log A,, = a,,+  log @,,  + -rl log A,, , 
where  h,, represents  the  hours  choice of  individual  i  in  period  t, a,, is  an 
intercept  shift  associated  with  individual  and  time-period  specific  preference 
variation, 8,, represents the (unobservable) hourly wage rate for individual  i in 
period  t, A,, represents the marginal utility of  consumption for i in period t,and 
77  is a fixed parameter  that represents the intertemporal  substitution ela~ticity.~~ 
The interpretation of  equation (7) is as follows: for given preferences and fixed 
margnal utility of  consumption, the elasticity of  hours with respect to wages is 
'4~ee  for example Ghez and Becker (1975),Heckrnan (19761, MaCurdy (1981). and Altonji (1986). 
''Equation  (7)  may  be  derived  directly  from  the  first-order  conditions  for  maximizing  an 
additively  separable  intertemporal  utility  function  with  the  withln-period  objective  u(c)- c)(h). 
where  c  and h  represent  consumption and hours choices in the period, and  u(h)  has the form  ~ h ~ . 
where b =(1 + ?)/?.  See MaCurdy (1981,p. 1064). 437  EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
where  u,, and  v,,  are the transitory measurement  errors in earnings and hours, 
respectively. Deviations of  individual earnings and hours changes from a multi- 
variate  regression  on time period  indicator variables  and individual  experience 
therefore follow 
(12a)  A log g,, =  Aa",, + (1+ q)  A log 6,+ q+,, + Au,,, 
where  Aa",,  and  A log 8, represent  experience-adjusted  taste  and productivity 
variation, respectively, and GI, is now interpreted as the deviation of  the unantici- 
pated change in  A,,  from the mean change across individuals in period  t.29 
There are a number of  alternative mappings between the variance components 
in  equation (12a) and (12b) and the statistical models of  the previous  Section. 
The life-cycle labor supply model, however, emphasizes  the role  of  individual 
productivity  in earnings and hours determination. Accordingly, we  identify the 
common component of  earnings and hours variation with individual productivity 
variation. Specifically, we assume that individual productivity variation around a 
deterministic  experience profile,  A log t,,  follows a nonstationary second-order 
moving  average  process.  According  to the  life-cycle  labor  supply  model,  thls 
component  of  variance  enters  earnings  and  hours  with  coefficients of  q  and 
(1 + q), respectively. Normalizing  the coefficient on hours to unity, the relative 
coefficient of  productivity variation on earnings is (1 + q)/q  > 1. 
The statistical identification of  productivity  variation as the common compo- 
nent  of  earnings  and  hours  variation  (i.e.,  as  the  second  component  in  the 
empirical model in Section 1)  requires assumptions on the covariance structure of 
the other two components in earnings and hours-preference  variation A a',,, and 
changes in the marginal utility of  consumption +,,. The covariance structure of  GI, 
is restricted by the hypothesis that changes in the marginal utility of  consumption 
are unanticipated; hence plimC,+,,+,,-,  = 0 for j # 0. In cross-section, however, 
cov[+,,,  may be nonzero if  individuals systematically vary in the response 
of  A,, to unanticipated  aggregate shocks. 
To develop this point, observe that +,,depends  on new information about the 
idiosyncratic  productivity  component  8,,,  as  well  as  new  information  about 
aggregate  variables (aggregate productivity,  interest rates).  Suppose  that  aggre- 
gate information is summarized by a scalar y,, and consider the linear projection 
(over time for a fixed individual) 
The possibility  that unexpected aggregate information can affect workers differ- 
ently is captured by  the individual-specific coefficient dl. Using  this  equation, 
cov (GI,,  +,,)  = var [dl](  y, - El_, y,)( y, - ESP, y,) + cov[e,,, e,,]. If dispersion in dl 
is large, we would expect to observe nonvanishing covariances between changes 
in earnings and hours from years with larger aggregate shocks, regardless of  the 
2'  Economy wide preference and productivity effects are also removed  from Aci,, and  A log 6,. 438  JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
gap between these years. Since there is no evidence of  this phenomenon in Tables 
IV-VII,  we  proceed under the assumption that unanticipated aggregate shocks 
generate homogeneous slfts  in the margnal utility of  consumption. In this case, 
the projection  error  e,, is only  a function of (6,- E,+,~,),and  the life-cycle 
model implies COV[+~,,  $,,-,]  = 0 for j # 0. Thus, changes in the marginal utility 
of  consumption  only  contribute  to  the  variances  and  the  contemporaneous 
covariances of  earnings and hours changes. Changes in the marginal utility of 
consumption are  therefore  absorbed by  the  thrd component in  the empirical 
model of  Section 1. 
The covariance structure of  preference variation, however, is unrestricted by 
the theory of  life-cycle labor supply. Obviously, if  preference variation has the 
same covariance structure  as  productivity variation, then  the relative variance 
contribution of  these two components are not separately identifiable. The most 
general model of  preference variation that can be mapped into the first and third 
components of  the three-component model developed in Section 1is one consist- 
ing of  "transitory"  preference shocks v,,  and "permanent"  preference shocks [,, 
with the properties 
(13a)  var [vit]  = a,  cov [v,,, v,,] = 0,  s z t, 
Equation (13a) states that transitory preference shocks are serially uncorrelated 
with  a constant variance over  time. Equation  (13b)  states that  changes in  the 
permanent preference shock are serially uncorrelated. 
Under  these  assumptions,  the  contribution  of  preference  variation  to  the 
covariance structure of  experience-adjusted changes in earnings and hours is 
By  construction, the component of  variance in earnings and hours changes due to 
transitory  preference variation is  indistinguishable from the component due to 
transitory  measurement  errors.30 We  therefore  subsume  Av,,  in  the  bivariate 
measurement  error  process.  The  component  of  variance  due  to  permanent 
preference  shocks, on  the  other  hand,  contributes  only  to  the  variances  and 
contemporaneous covariances of  changes in earnings and hours. Taste variation 
of  ths form is absorbed in  the thrd component of  the model in  the previous 
section. 
To summarize, if  preference variation takes the form of  either purely transitory 
or  fully  permanent  changes in  tastes for  leisure,  then  its  contribution  to  the 
covariance  structure of  earnings and  hours is  absorbed by  the  first  and  third 
components of  the statistical model in the previous section. Under this assump- 
tion, we  can uniquely identify individual productivity variation with the second 
30 The bivanate process (Av,,+ du,,,  dv,, + Ac,,) has  the same cokanance structure as the  pure 
measurement  error process  (du,,,  Au,,), slnce  the  correlation  between  the  measurement  errors  in 
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TABLE X 
ESTIMATES  OF INTERTEMPORAL OF THE ELASTICITY  LABOR  SUPPLY 
BASEDON THE ESTIMATED  FROM THE VARIANCE RELATIVE COEFFICIENTS  COMPONENTS 
MODELS FOR EARNINGS  AND HOURS CHANGES~ 
Annual  Annual Data  Annual  Semi-Annual 
Structure and  Data  from PSID  Data  Data 
Est~mation  Method  from PSID  SEO Excluded  from NLS~  from SIME/DIME 
1. Two-component model 
a. Equally weighted 
minimum distance 
(standard error) 
b. Optimal minimum distance 
(standard error) 
2. Three-component model 
a. Equally weighted 
minimum distance 
(standard error) 
b.  Optimal minimum distance 
(standard error) 
'Est~mates  of  the intertemporal substitution elasticity (7) are obtaned from estimates of  the coefficient p by 
7; (p- 1)'.  Standard errors are obtained by the delta method 
Data are sampled blenmally 
component. The relative  coefficient  p  in equation (3a) can  therefore be  inter- 
preted  as an estimate of  (1 + ~)/q,  where  11  is the intertemporal labor supply 
elasticity. 
The implied estimates of  11  corresponding to the estimates of  p  in Tables VIII 
and IX are summarized in Table X. The point estimates of  11  are extremely varied 
and imprecise. rangng from -55.6 (associated with an estimate of  p = .98 for the 
two-component model applied to the SIME/DIME  sample) to 125.0 (associated 
with an estimate of  p = 1.01 for the three-component model applied to the same 
data). The problem with these estimates of  11  is  that  the estimates of  p  are so 
close to unity. If  p = 1, changes in hours occur at fixed wage rates, suggesting in a 
labor supply framework that leisure is extremely substitutable over time. 
There are a number of  alternative interpretations of  the data, however.  One 
possibility is that the shared component of earnings and hours variation is mainly 
preference  variation  which  enters with  equal  factor  loadings  in  earnings  and 
hours.  In our view,  this  interpretation implies  that  the  life-cycle labor supply 
model is vacuous: movements in earnings and hours restricted by the theory are 
empirically  negligible. Another  possibility  is  that earnings  differ systematically 
from the level implied by the life-cycle labor supply model because of  long term 
contracts between firms and workers. In previous work (Abowd and Card (1987)) 
we  have  derived  the  implications  of  a  stylized  contract  in  whch  observed 
earnings represent  optimal  consumption.  The prediction  of  ths model  is  that 
productivity  variation  affects  earnings  less  than  hours,  for  workers  who  are 
observed in the same contract over time. Loolung at employees who are observed 
on the same job over extended periods, however, we have found that estimates of 
p tend to be close to unity. The relative variation of  earnings and hours changes 440  JOHN M.  ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
among workers with the same employer over time is therefore inconsistent with 
the pattern of  earnings smoothng implied by simple implicit contract models. 
The relation  between  earnings  and  hours  predicted  by  contracting  models, 
however,  depends critically on the  assumption  that  workers  can observe  their 
own  productivity.  Grossman  and  Hart  (1981)  and  many  subsequent  authors 
present contracting models in which  earnings and hours satisfy  an "incentive- 
compatibility"  constraint-namely,  that the firm truthfully declares the realized 
state of  productivity.  In a simple model where firm profits  are proportional  to 
Olthlt-gl,, and the contractual  earnings and hours  functions are differentiable 
functions of  productivity (h(O,,) and g(O1,),  respectively), incentive-compatibility 
is characterized by the condition O,,hl(O,,) = g'(O,,) > 0.31 Thls condition implies 
that changes in productivity lead to greater proportional changes i11  earnings than 
hours.32 Thus incentive-compatible  asymmetric information contracting models 
have  the same predictions  for  the  relative  effect  of  productivity  variation  on 
earnings and hours changes as the life-cycle labor supply model. 
A  third  interpretation  of  the  covariance  structure  of  earnings  and  hours 
changes is that individual wage rates are essentially fixed, and that proportional 
movements in earnings and hours occur because of  changes in the demand for 
individual  labor  services.  While  ths view  is  potentially  consistent  with  the 
covariance  of  earnings  and  hours  at  the  individual  level,  further  research  is 
clearly required to distinguish it from a model of  pure taste variation.33 
3.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have examined the covariance structure of  earnings and hours 
changes for adult males in four samples drawn from three longtudinal surveys. 
There is remarkable similarity among the estimated covariance structures. In each 
of  the four  samples,  changes  in earnings and hours  are positively  correlated, 
although  the  implied  correlations  between  changes  in  hours  and  changes  in 
average hourly earnings are negative. Consecutive changes in earnings and hours, 
on the other hand, are strongly negatively correlated, suggesting the presence of 
random measurement error in  the levels of  both variables.  Finally,  changes in 
earnings and hours  more  than  two periods  apart  are uncorrelated  in all  four 
samples. 
31 This condition may be derived by comparing profits when productivity is 8 and the firm falsely 
declares 8*, and profits when productivity is 8 and the firm truthfully declares 8. Topel and Welch 
(1986)  present  an  alternative  derivation  that  considers earnings  as  a  function  of  hours.  In  their 
framework, the incentive compatibility constraint is written as (dg/dh)  = (Ul/U,),  where  U,  and Uc 
are  the  derivatives  of  the  workers's  utility  function  with  respect  to leisure  and  consumption in 
productivity state 8. For the case where output is Oh(B), their first  order condition for h(8) gives 
U  L;; = 8, implying (dg/dh)  = 8,  or equivalently,  g'(8) = Bh'(8).
142  The condition Bh'(8) = g'(8) implies that 
where n(8) = Bh(8) - g(8) 2  0. 
33 One test of  equilibrium fixed wage models is developed by Abowd and Ashenfelter (1981). 441  EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
We find  that a components-of-variance model with  three sources of  earnings 
and hours variation successfully summarizes the covariance structure of  the data 
from each survey. The first component consists of  time-stationary serially uncor- 
related  measurement  error. The second is a shared component of  earnings and 
hours variation that affects the contemporaneous variances and first and second 
order  covariances  of  both  earnings  and  hours.  The  thlrd  is  a  time-varying 
component that affects only the variances  and contemporaneous covariances of 
earnings and hours changes. 
We then present an interpretation of  this components-of-variance structure in 
terms of  a life-cycle labor supply model. We associate the shared component of 
earnings and hours variation with  individual productivity  variation, which,  ac- 
cording to the life-cycle model, affects earnings more than hours. Our empirical 
results  for  all  four samples,  however,  suggest  that earnings  and hours covary 
proportionally. Thls casts doubt on the labor supply interpretation of  earnings 
and hours variation, and suggests that most changes in earnings and hours occur 
at fixed hourly wage rates. 
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APPENDIX A 

STATISTICAL METHODS 

In  this  appendix we  summarize  the  estimation  and  inference  procedures  used  throughout  the 
paper. The basic unit of  data for each individual in a particular data set is the vectpr of  experience- 
adjusted changes in earnings and hours. If  we  denote these by d log g,,  and  A log h,,, then the data 
vector is 
which has dimension 2T, where T is the number of  changes observed in the data set. The elements of 
j, have zero mean by construction. Let  C = (l/N)X,(f,j,')  represent  the covariance matrix of  these 
changes. Estimates of  C are presented  for the four samples in Tables IV-VII. 
The models we estimate are models for C. Let m represent a vector whose elements are the distinct 
elements of  C. Since C is symmetric, there are only 2T(2T + 1)/2 elements in  m. In the PSID, thls 
corresponds to 210 elements; in the NLS. 55 elements, and in the SIME/DIME,  136. Conformably 
with  m, let  m,  represent  the  distinct elements  of  the individual cross-products matrix  f,F,'.  Then 
m = (l/N)Z,m,. 442  JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
The variance  matrix  V of  the  vector  of  covariance  elements  is  estimated  by  computing  the 
cross-sectional variance of  m, in the usual manner: 
1 

v=-C( m, - m)(m, - m)' 

I 
A  typical  element  of  V  is  V,,  = cov(rn,,  m,).  If  mu= cov(A logg,,, A log h,,-,)  and  m, = 
cov (A log g,,,  A log g,,  , ). then 
where A log  represents the sample average change in the logarithm of  earnings in period  t. Let Q 
represent the matrix of uncorrected fourth moments of  F(: 
Q  and V are related by  V= Q - mm'. 
Under fairly general conditions (see Chamberlain (1982, 1984)) independence of  the J,implies that 
the sample mean of  rn,  has an asymptotic normal distribution: 
where p is the expectation of  m,  (i.e., the true covariance matrix of  earnings and hours changes) and 
V*  = E(m,m:) - E(m,)E(m{). 
Consider  a  model  for the vector  of  covariance elements  that  depends on a  lower-dimensional 
parameter vector b, say rn  =f(b). Several estimators are available for b:  among these are the optimal 
minimum distance (OMD) estimator bo, whch minimizes (m -f(h))'V-'(m  -f(b)), and the equally 
weighted  minimum distance (EWMD) (or least squares) estimator  be, which minimizes  (m-f(b))' 
.(m -f(6)). Optimahty of  the former estimator is discussed in Chamberlain (1984). 
For the  OMD estimator, inference  is based  on the fact that  under  the hypothesis of  a  correct 
specification, the minimized quadratic form 
has  an asymptotic  X2  distribution  with  degrees  of  freedom  equal to the  difference  between  the 
dimension of  m  and  the  rank of  the Jacobian matrix  F(b) = af (b)/a b,  evaluated at b*,  the true 
value of  b. (See Chamberlain (1984).) 
If  the model for m has the special form 
in which only the last  k  elements of  m  are restricted  to zero, it is straightforward to show that the 
minimized quadratic form reduces to 
where V,,  is the block of  V corresponding to the elements in rn  that are restricted to zero. This is the 
X2 test for rn, = 0. 
For an estimator bA that minimizes an  arbitrary quadratic form 
where A  is a positive definite matrix, Newey  (1985) shows that the quadratic form 
has an asymptotic X2 distribution. Here R-  is a generalized inverse of  the matrix  R = PVP', where 
P = I - F(F'AF)-'FA,  and F represents the Jacobian matrix of  f  evaluated at bA.  Newey  (1985) 
suggests a generahzed inverse of  R  of  the form  S(SIRS)-'s',  where S is a selection matrix of  rank 443  EARNINGS AND HOURS CHANGES 
equal to the difference between the dimension of m (the number of  moments fit) and the rank of  F. 
In general, for a nonlinear model, the value of  the quadratic form depends on the exact generalized 
inverse selected  for R. In the case of  a linear model, however,  the value  of  the quadratic form is 
invariant, and in the simple case of  testing the restrictions m, = 0, with no additional restrictions on 
m,, the value of the quadratic form can be shown to equal N . m;~;,'m,.  Tests of zero restrictions are 
therefore invariant to the choice of  OMD or any arbitrary minimum distance estimator. 
Our procedure is to first test for zero restrictions and then to work with the nonzero covariances of 
earnings and hours. In the notation of  the previous discussion, once we have accepted the hypothesis 
m, = 0, we estimate models for m,  and use the covariance matrix V,, for inference. This procedure is 
not fully efficient, since better estimates of  the unrestricted elements of  m can be formed by taking 
into account the fact that certain other elements of  m (i.e. those in m,)  are zero. 
APPENDIX B 

DATA DESCRIPTION 

For  the  Panel  Study  of  Income  Dynamics  we  used  an extract  from  the  thirteen  year  merged 
individual tape distributed through the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research 
and documented  by  the  Survey  Research  Center of  the  Institute  for  Social  Research  (1981  and 
previous years).  Our sample consisted of  all males on the thirteen year merged individual tape with 
complete age and schooling data who were continuously heads of  household from wave I11 to wave 
XI11 of  the survey and who reported nonzero annual labor earnings and annual hours in each of  the 
11 waves. Individuals with average hourly earnings greater than $100 or reported annual hours greater 
than 4680 were excluded from our samples. 
The following is a description of  the PSID variables used. Numbers like Vxxxx refer to the variable 
numbers of  the Survey Research Center codebooks for the thirteen year merged individual tape. 
ANNUAL EARNINGS: The variables  used  were: V1196, V1897, V2498, V3051, V3463, V3863, 
V5031, V6174, V6767, and V7413. These correspond to Survey Research Center's computed values for 
the head of  household's  total labor income in the calendar year before the survey. 
ANNUAL HOURS: The variables used were V1138. V1839, V2439. V3027. V3423, V3823, V4332, 
V5232, V5731. V6336, and V6934. These correspond to Survey Research Center's computed value for 
the head of  household's  annual hours worked in the calendar year before the survey. 
SEX: The variables used were V7492, V7509, V7526, V7547, V7561,  V7576.  V7601, V7653, and 
V7714.  Only males were included. 
HEAD OF  HOUSEHOLD: The variables used were V7490. V7507, V7524, V7545, V7559, V7574, 
V7599, V7624, V7651, V7685, and V7712. Only heads of household for all eleven waves from wave I11 
to wave XI11 were included. 
SCHOOLING: The variables  used  were  V0313,  V0794, V1485,  V2197.  V2838, V3241, V3663, 
V4198, V5074, V5647, V6194, V6787, and V7433. Maximum completed schooling was determined by 
examining all schooling variables. Th~s  was the schooling level used. 
AGE: The variables used were V7460, V7476, and V7491. Age was determined for the first year an 
individual entered the sample, then adjusted to age in 1969. 
SEO: The variable used was V132. The SEO subsample has position values for V132. 
For the National Longitudinal Survey of  Men 45-59.  1966 to 1975, we used  an extract from the 
public use data file release 75A distributed through the Inter-University Consortium for Political and 
Social Research and documented by the Center for Human Resource Research (1977, 1980). We used 
data from survey years 1966,1967,1971, 1973, and 1975. Annual data from the survey year 1966 refer 
to calendar  year  1965. Subsequent  annual data refer  to the  twelve  months  preceding  the  actual 
interview-approximately  June, 1966 to May, 1967 for the 1967 survey and approximately July of the 
previous year to June of the survey year for the subsequent surveys. Our sample consisted of all males 
who have valid age and schooling data and reported nonzero annual earnings and annual hours for 
the years we studied. 
The following is a description of  the NLS variables used. Numbers like Vxxxw refer to the Center 
for Human Resource Research codebook variable numbers (not the reference numbers) for the release 
75A public use tape. (Some variables are assigned two consecutive variable numbers.) 
ANNUAL EARNINGS: The variables used were V0263-4, V0784-5, V1280-1,  V3166-7, V2528-9, 
V2685-6. 
ANNUAL HOURS: The variables  used  were  hours  per  week:  V0082,  V0660, V1128,  V1581, 
V2520, V2675, and weeks  per year: V0589, V1022, V1168, (V2421 with V2461), V2519, V2674.  For 444  JOHN M. ABOWD AND DAVID CARD 
the  1971 survey we  recoded the weeks worked variable. which refers to weeks worked since the last 
interview, into weeks worked in the last year by dividing the number of  weeks worked since the last 
interview  (V2421)  by  the  number  of  weeks  since  the  last  interview  (V2461)  and  multiplying  by 
fifty-two. 
AGE: The variable used was V0024, age in 1966. 

EDUCATION: The variable used was V0611, hghest grade completed. 

For the  Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment, we  used  an extract of  male household 

heads  for the  Work  Impact  File, distributed by  the National  Archives Machine  Readable Records 
Branch. Documentation for this file is provided  on National  Archive Microfiche M1363, "Seattle/ 
Denver  Income  Maintenance  Experiment,  1970-78"  (Fiche  number  6,  "Work  Impact  Record 
Layout"). We used male heads of  dual-headed households from the nonexperimental group who had 
no change in treatment status during the experimental period, who were bztween 22 and 59 years old 
at enrollment into the experiment, and who reported nonzero labor earnings and between 20 and 2500 
hours  worked  in  each  of  the  two  pre-enrollment  half-year  periods  and  each  of  the  first  six 
post-enrollment half-year periods. 
We used the following variables on the Work Impact File (referenced by their variable numbers in 
the codebook as Vxxx.) 
EARNINGS: The variables used were V91, V92, and V779-V784. 
HOURS: The variables used were V97, V98, and V803-V808. 
HEAD STATUS:  Heads  of  dual-headed  households  were  determined  by  their  "Group-le\eln 
status (variable V2). Heads of  dual-headed households are recorded with "Group-level''  2, 4, or 6. 
TREATMENT STATUS: Heads of  control group  families were determined by  their  "Financial 
Treatment  Level"  (variable  V4).  Heads  of  control-group  families  are  recorded  with  "Financial 
Treatment Level" 0. 
ENTRY DATE: Date of  assignment into the experiment is recorded  as variable V7. Entry dates 
were coded into 8 quarterly intervals, starting with dates before January 1, 1971. 
CHANGE IN TREATMENT STATUS: Change in treatment status between consecutive half-year 
periods is coded as V25, and V623-V635. 
AGE: Age of  male head in the month prior to enrollment, V27. 
EDUCATION: fighest grade completed by male head at enrollment, V28. 
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